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 Introduction to avoid inappropriate polemical discussion. He says
 only what is necessary to make Mill's position clear; and his eulogy
 has the unmistakable ring of genuine conviction. When indeed we
 remember that the wage-fund theory, which Mill finally abandoned,
 remains without commentary in his book, that monetary discussion
 has since his day followed a direction in which he did not turn
 his eyes, and points of view have been opened out which never
 entered into his own survey, and that many prominent economists
 have abandoned the general arrangement of material which he
 adopted, those who pride themselves on being " up to date " might
 be disposed to thrust his " Principles " impatiently aside, or to pass
 their expositor by as inadequate and obsolete. Professor Ashley,
 however, whose prepossessions would not have seemed likely to
 favour Mill, bestows a handsome but not exaggerated panegyric,
 finely conceived and aptly phrased.
 As a further recommendation we may add that the readable type
 in which the text, at any rate, of this compact edition, unlike some
 previous issues that were set up in double columns, has been printed,
 and the excellent index, supplied for the first time, through the
 indefatigable co-operation of Miss M. A. Ellis, to whom the editor
 also expresses his indebtedness in the new comparison he has made
 of the varying expression of his reasoning by the author, will enhance
 the pleasure of future students in following the example of their
 predecessors in handling this economic " classic." L.L.P.
 9.-Liberty and Progress. By C. Y. C. J)awbarn, M.A.
 339 + xvi pp., 8vo. London: Longmans, Green and Co., 1909.
 Price gs. net.
 In these times, when we are assured, in the oft-quoted language
 of a prominent politician, that "we are all socialists," it is refreshing
 to find the courage and robustness of conviction, combined with the
 shrewd insight and the power of simple and direct statement, which
 belong to the author of this " apology " for individualism. We say
 " apology," but we are not sure that the term is not inappropriate;
 for Mr. Dawbarn's method of defence could, we think, be described
 more correctly as that of offensive warfare. He carries the battle
 into the enemy's camp, and pushes home his attack. It is true that
 now and then he may appear to yield some amount of ground;
 and sympathetic critics might perhaps think that he was guilty of
 unseasonable weakness in granting concessions inconsistent with
 the watchword inscribed upon his banner. But he contrives with
 unexpected opportune dexterity to bring these slanting movements
 into ultimate accord with the main lines of his straightforward
 onset, and he certainly betrays no such timidity as might be likely
 to attend any tactical withdrawal from the final issues of the strategy
 he has planned and announced.
 The book is, in fact, an outspoken advocacy of individual
 "liberty" as the solid and permanent foundation of all "progress."
 Our author does not, however, shrink from disclosing the unamiable
 features of the creed he adopts and recommends. Nor does he
 shut his eyes to the hard results of its full acceptance. He would,
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 indeed, as we have noticed, tolerate, or even approve, such
 expedients as graduated taxation, or the enforcement of a minimum
 wage, at least in certain occupations, which have met with favour
 from writers more socialistically inclined. He seems, if we under-
 stand him aright, to join a recognition of the need or benefit of
 trade unionism, as at present constituted and employed in the
 existing state of industrial relations, to an appreciation of the much
 greater good which it could do in the future, if actuated by a
 different spirit, and directed to other ends, than those it now often
 pursues; and he does not refrain from some condemnatory strictures
 passed upon the injury, direct or indirect, which in the past this
 particular instrument has wrought to unorganised workmen, or
 to society in general. Nevertheless, his disposition and attitude
 are fundamentally individualist. The reforms of the Poor Law, to
 which he lends his own support, are such as will build up, and not
 undermine, the independence of the pauper. He is in favour, for
 example, of remedial treatment in farm colonies. But he would
 not lessen parental responsibility in any sensible degree, and he
 wouild give scant consideration to legislative schemes which would
 threaten or disturb the security of property, whether in capital,
 or in land, or in labour. In lack of thrift, in self-indulgence,
 in drunkenness or other such demoralising vice, in the reckless
 assumption of the grave responsibilities attaching to improvident
 marriages, he discerns the most prolific causes of the misery and
 poverty around us, and he can find no healing virtue in any pro-
 posed reforms that do not address themselves to the permanent
 improvement of deteriorated human character, by the most drastic
 methods, if necessary, of repression and correction.
 In his strong and reiterated insistence on the impending menace,
 or the actual pressure, of over-population, as in his emphatic
 assertion of the great progress in material comfort and industrial
 efficiency achieved in the last half century or so, which may be
 traced to the accumulation and co-operation of capital, he is in
 evident sympathy with the reasonings and conclusions of the so-
 called " orthodox " economists. Those who do not agree with him
 might not unjustly urge that the ancient discredited idea of an
 economic " harmony'" can be seen continually beneath his argument,
 when he maintains that on the whole it would be in the interests
 of all or most that competition should prevail, for it would bring
 about the best results. Their suspicions would perhaps have been
 aroused at the outset by his open admiration of Jeremy Bentham,
 to whom he constantly refers throughout, and they would be
 confirmed by the frequency of his ample quotations from an
 economist of the political leaning and intellectual colour of
 Henry Fawcett. It is true that Mr. Dawbarn also cites some
 passages from F. A. Walker, who would probably be considered less
 out of date by recent critics, and there is more than one sign that
 his own reading has not been limited to these two authorities
 alone. But on the other hanid he makes no secret in his Preface
 of his avowed intention. He tells us there that "no niew gospel is
 preached " in this book; but that " probably at most will only be
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 found old truths re-stated and forgotten teachings re-enforced."
 "What has been attempted," he declares, "is the application of old
 principles to new conditions and the fair and impartial ascertainment
 of what these new conditions are which we could modify or amend."
 It is in this spirit, then, and with this object, that he dwells on the
 importance of " an all-round view," that he deprecates the imitation
 by the Anglo-Saxon, traditionally proud of his " overmastering love
 of personal liberty," of institutions suitable to Germany, where the
 " people are mothered by their government from the cradle to the
 grave," that he urges that " an inch in the way is worth a mile in
 the clouds," and that he contends that " nothing is more impossible
 than to try to remedy a past abuse by a present reform." These
 quotations aptly indicate the goal aid scope of his book; and most
 of his readers, whether they agree, or whether they do not agree,
 with his premises and deductions will, we think, at least regard
 as unexceptional his aim to " see things as they are as far as
 possible and so present them." He gives forcible expression to one
 side of an arguable case which has needed some re-statement.
 L.L.P.
 10.-Monopole, Kartelle, utnd Trusts in ihren Bezziehungen zur
 Organisation der ktpitalistischen Industr ie. Von Dr. Hermann Levy.
 xiv + 323 pp., 8vo. Jena: Gustav Fischer, 1909. Price
 7 marks 50 pf.
 This excellent book is a valuable contribution to the study of
 trusts and monopolies in their relation to the development of British
 industry. Such criticisms as may be offered arise in the main not
 from serious faults in the book, but from the fact that, according to
 the different point of view which one mav take up, one may feel
 inclined to lay more or less stress on certain points than the author
 does. The only really serious defect is that Dr. Levy has some-
 what wilfully chosen to limit the scope of his studies, and to exclude
 certain economic phenomena which are of the highest importance in
 relation to his main topic.
 Dr. Levy shows that early in the history of the capitalistic
 organisation of British industry, long before the advent of the
 factory system, the characteristic form was monopoly. Those
 industries which dealt with the extractioii of raw materials requiired
 most capital, and at the same time, either through natural scarcity
 or favourable transport conditions, enabled the capitalists to obtain
 control over certain important markets. In other cases tariff
 privileges and sole rights of manufacture were granted to Court
 favourites on the plea of establishing new industries, introducing
 new processes, or developing old trades, and in many cases national
 monopolies grew out of those grants. Those far and ill-famed
 Elizabethan and Stuart monopolies were worked with a ruthlessness
 and a disregard of consumers which would do credit to the most
 autocratic of modern trusts, and these characteristics, together with
 their dependence on the arbitrary power of the Crown, stamped
 upon monopoly a bateful meaning which it has never since lost.
 After a long Parliamentarv struggle they all disappeared before the
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